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·Final Exam Policy
Ch ang es Proposed
By MARY FORD
The Academic Council of
UMR will meet today at 1:30
p.m. in the M .E . auditpriu m
(the meeting is open to the
public) . One of the items on the
agenda is a policy change
concerning final examinations.
The current policy is as follows:
" Examina tions of two hours
duration at the end of a
semester may be given at the
option of the instructo r in all
lecture and laboratory courses .
No special final examinations
shall be given except on written
permission from the Dean of the
School in which the final is
given ."
There are two proposals at
the present time . The first is a
recommendation
from
the
Admissions
and
Academic
Standards Committee. This
recommendation also met with
the approval of the Student
Affairs Committee. The change
in the wording of the present
regulations would start after
the first sentence and state the
following:
"No
unscheduled
final
examination,
nor
comprehensive examination during
a regular class period in lieu of
a final, shall be given except on
written permission from the
Chairperson of the Departm ent
and the Dean of the School in
which the final is given ."
The second proposal was
made in the Academic Council
meeting of October 25, 1979. It
would entirely replace the
present regulation with:
" Final examinations shall be
given for all classes during final
examination
week
as
scheduled . Exceptions must be
approved by the Department
Chairperson in writing ."
The Pea bag Institute

Any approved alteration in
final examina tion poricy will
have
no
effect
on
this
semester's exams. The changes
are a culminat ion of efforts to
curb abuses of the present
policies,
particula rly
the
scheduling
of
many
examina tions and tests during
the last week of classes .
There are definite differences
between the two proposals. The
first proposal leaves the instructor the option of giving a
final, but it does try to limit the
number
of
comprehensive
exams that are given as final
tests . Also, this proposals limits
the taking of finals at unscheduled times such as at
night or during the last week of
school. Exceptions to this
proposed policy would have to
be approved by the chairperson
of the Departm ent and the Dean
of the School.
The second proposal makes it
mandato ry for instructo rs of
lab and lecture courses to give
some kind of final test at a
designated time during finals
week in accordance with the
final exam schedule. This rule
would require each instructo r to
obtain permission from the
Departm ent Chairperson in
order to not give a final.
Professor Robert V. Wolf, a
member of the Academic
Council , favors the first of the
two proposals because it leaves
the instructo r an option . He also
feels that it would be more
advantageous for students,
expecial ly in cases where the
final could not help or hinder a
student 's grade in a course.
Professor Wolf's sentiments
were echoed by the Student
Affairs Committee, which .had
also voted a preference for the
first proposal.

Are you going to be bored to death during DEAD WEEK
in Rolla? Come and help the
MIN E R staff flunk out of school as we take a week
in beautifu l. sunny. warm. exotic.
homewo rk-free Honolul u. Hawaii. Be there, Aloha!

0"

Natio nwide Comp arison

( Photo by Caswell )

UMR Fees Av era ge
By KEN HARDY
If you are a Missouri resident,
you already know that you are
spending less money at Rolla
than you would at a private or
out of state college . But have
you ever wondered how UMR
compares to other public institutions
nationwide?
According to statistics compiled
by the National Association of
State Universit ies and LandGrant Colleges, the median
costs of tuition and fees at such
institutio ns increased this year
eight percent to $781. Fees at
UMR this year are $833 after
increasing more than five
percent from last year . Fees a

'.

the Columbia campus are $768
per annum . The median for fees
and tuition in the Midwest is
$858.
Room and board at Rolla are
about -eighty dollars less than
the national median. A space in
a double room in ' the Quad is
running $1510 a year, board
included . The high at UMR is
$1790 for a single room at T.J .
Costs at Roll a's frat erniti es ar e
generally lower than at the
dormitor ies.
Costs at UMR are sure to
increase next year, but no
decisions have been made yet.
The national median for room
and board rose from last year
about six per ce nt . whil e th e

,' ,

.

consumer price index rose 9.3
percent. This difference has
been credited with renewed in
on-campus housing nationwide.
These costs at UMR ' rose only
four percent in the same period,
so don't expect the crowd in the
dorms to lessen any.
National ly, housing and fees
both have increased about 83
percent in the past ten years.
The most expensive region is
New England with resident fees
median
in
excess of one
thousand dollars. The least
expensive
region
is
the
Southeast where fees for
residents are only six hundred
dollars a year . The Midwest is
right in between.
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THURSDAY
TONIGHT'S MOVIE
This lI'eek's fealured films In Ihe FOUrleen Greal Film 's Senes are
"Horse Fealhers" wilh Ihe Marx Brolhers anrl " The Barbershop "
slarrin g W.C. Fields. lIl1'ili be sholl'n In Ih{' M~: .\udilonum begillning
" I ; :30 p.m. Cosl is $2110 al Ih e door If \'ou don'l have a lesl. be
THERE :: :
.
GDI
GO!: General Membership meeting Thurs . Nov . 29. in C.E.
Auditorium Rm . 114. 7:00p .m.
BETA CHI SIGMA
An imporlant meeting wi ll be held Thursday, November 29. in room
201 of the Old Student Union at 7:00 p.m. Officer nominalions !
PHI ETA SIGMA
Phi Eta Sigma will have a meeting Thursday Nov 29 at 7:00 in G·5,
H·SS. Elections for next semesters officers will lake place . All active
members should altend .

FRIDAY
IFC SING" ALL-GREEK DANCE
The Annual UMR·IF'C "Greek Sing " will be presented LI VE this
F rida y evening, sta rlin g al 7 p.m. in Cenlenni al Hall of Ihe University
Cen ter-E as!. Come and see your favorile Greeks Iry 10 ou l·perform
each other on slage in a unique produclion of many hopefully lalenled
.cts It should be Quile an experience.
Following the Greek Sin g and begll1ning al 10 p.m. in Ihe Old
Flamingo Ska ling Rink, Ihe IF'C AII ·Greek Dance wi ll be held The
band will be "CROSSW IND" . See ya Ih ere!

GD!
GDI Annual Chrislmas TEA . Plenly of Chri slams Spirils available!
F ri. Nov . 30, 9:00. al Tech . Eng . Good time is guaranleed .

ABS
The Association lor Black Students will presenl a workshop lit/ed
"Business Comm unica lion: Inlerviewing lor a Job," by Mrs . Sarah
Goldstone, Ph .D. candidate in Inter· Personal Comm un icalion. Come
learn the proper W3Y 10 interview and write a resume . The workshop
will inyolve leclure. lapes, projections, and role·playing . Relresh·
ments will be served and there is no charge. From 11 :00 a.m. Io 2:30
p.m .• Saturday. December I, in the Missouri Room ollhe Univ{'fsity
Center.

SUNDAY
UMR GROUPS PRESENT CONCERTS
"G loria" by Antonio Vivaldi and "Christmas Oralorio" by Ca mille
Saint·Saens will be presented in Iwo concerlS by Ihe University 01
Misso uri·Rolia Choi r and Orchestra Sunday, Dec . 2.
Perlormances will be al 3 p.m. in Ihe First Baplist Ch urch, 9th and
Cedar. Rolla, and al 7:30 p.m. in Ihe Main Post Chapel, Fori Leonard
Wood . The public is invited and Ihere is no admission charge.

WEDNESDAY
'IEEE'
There will be a IEEE meeling Wed . Dec. 5, 7:00 p.m., 105 EE
Building. Be sure 10 be Ihe re. There will be a door prize .
SPELUNKERS' CLUB
The M.S .M. Spelunk ers' Club meels Wednesday al 6: 15 in 305
Norwood .

NODAY

SATURDAY
LADIES OF ALPHA-KA
The Ladies o( Alpha·ka are holding a " Maid Auction" on SalUrday,
December I. 1979. The bidding commences al 3:00 p.m. and will
continue until 6:00 p.m . The auction will be held al Ihe Black Culture
House located on 161h Street nexl to Tech Engine . Come bid on Ihe
maid o( your choice I I !

NEED MONEY?
Any camp us organization Ihal is unab le 10 supporl itself or is
needing money to gel slarled is eligible (or financial assislance (rom
Ihe Student Co uncil. Applicalions may be picked up now Ihrough Feb.
I at Ihe Siudeni Council Ollice, Room 202, Old Studenl Union .

Student Council is sponsoring tryouts for
cheerleaders for the Miner basketball season.
There are open positions for male and female
cheerleaders. If you are interested drop your
name, . address, and phone number by the
Student Council Office, room 202, in University
Center West.
Student support is needed this season .

The UMR student chapter of
the Society of Mining Engineers
Is offering for sale to the
k.~..~.:.: studenls and alumni our belt
':.: buckle pictured.
b
So all you Miners don't get
caught with your pants down.
~ Get your Joe Miner belt buckle
ti" today.
j
%
Contact John Anderson at 3649792 anbed 364-9769, dor $SanYooSMtoE
~l mem r, or sen
.
:
@ Society of Mining Engineers,
W 125 Mining Bldg. UMR, Rolla,
m MO.65401

I
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NOW! Shows 7 & 9 p.m.

~~~"':~@~~~~m~1?m¥iimil~~~m
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Two Concerts, "Gloria" and "Christmas Oratio" ,
will be performed Sunday by the University Choir
and Orchestra featuring these student soloists :

Janet Knobbe
Ken Morton

Bruce Bergman
Melanie Warren

Susan Sharp Ward

MisSOORi MineR
The MISSOURI MINER is the offi cia l publication of Ihe students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. II is published weekly al Rolla.
Missouri . The MISSOURI MINER features activities of the sluden ls
and faculty of UMR.

Bill Frank
364-8115
Editor
Business Manager
Maureen Murphy
341·2271
Managing Editor
Bob Burchelt
364·5156
News Editor
Marilyn Kolbet
364-7416
News Staff: Paul Braun . Karen Downer. Mike Dunnermann. Mike
Buel.
Features Editor
Linda Ponzer
364-3150
Features Staff: Candice Thompson . Jerry Weiland. Slephen Frecman.
AI Diamant, Sa rah Bold. Steve Wimers.
Sports Editor
Chris Ransom
364·8115
Sports Staff: Ed Randall , Gerry Schnilzler, Mike Blanke.
Photo Editor
Daryl Seck
364·9769
Photographers: Ron Farley. Dave Caswell. Paul Schaeffer, Ron
Clendenny
364·9885
Advertising Director
Steve Sont ag
Advertising Sa les Staff: Cindi Mond;. Rich Bee. Kim Hoffstctlcr
Circulation: David Armslrong: Joe Reilly
J41 ·4809
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Curtis Adams
364·2468
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Lana Leitner·Jones
Subscriptions are available to the general reade"hip at a ratr of $6 per
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NOW! Shows 7 & 9:25

BLAK E EDWA RDS'

It

Adults $2.50
Open 11 :45

For Your late Night Entertainment
This Friday & Saturday at 12 Midnight

"MISTY BEEHOVAN"

SUB Scripts
The Student Union Board
adds the final touches to your
party weekend with a Christmas Dance . The dance is this
Saturday from 8:00 p.m . until
12 :00 a .m . in Cente nnial Hall.
The band . Beowoulfe. wiJl be
providing music for your
dancing
and
liste ning
pleasures. Dress for the dance
is semi-forma l and no admission will be charged .
The Student Union Board
hopes everyone enj oyed the
activities of the semester. Have
a grea t winter vacation and
we 'll see you a ll nex t se mester .

CANADA ' S LARGEST SERVICE
Send now for latest catalog .
Thousands of term papers on all
subjects. Enclose 55.00 to cover
return postage.

ESSA Y SERVICES
67 Yong_ 5 1., Su it. - so c

Toronto. On t. rlo. C.ne da

MSE lJ8
t 416 ) 366-6549

The path to
Inner Piece starts
at our salad bar.
Looking for happiness and conLentment? That's what
you'll discover with every piece of pi aa at PiZLa Inn .
But first. help yourself to our terrific Salad Bar. Il goes
great with our piaa, those deliciously hot pieces of
happ iness and con tentment. At Pi lla Inn , Ihat's what
we ca ll Inner Piece
- - - - - - - - - ·COUPON- - - - - - - - -

PIZZA INN
1 COUPON
PER PIZZA

$1.00 OFF
Any 13" or 16" pizza

Offer Expires Dec. 5, 1979

Jet. 63 & Pine

Rolla

364-4544

-
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Cu rat ors Ap pro ve UM R Pla ns
Courtest y of the

Rolla Dally News
COLUMB IA - UMR fared
well during the Universi ty of
Missouri 's Board of Cura.tors
monthly meeting November 9.
The ' curators ' awarded the
contract
to build
UMR 's
hazardous chemical building,
selected an architect for UMR's
mineral engineering building
and approved added funds for
UMR's heating plant.
The curators awarded a
$266,366 contract to Hogan
Construction Co. , Rolla, the
lowest of three bidders, to build
a ha7arnOllS rhpmical slora!!p

building on the UMR campus .
Funded
by
state
ap·
propriations. the building will
bring UMR into compliance
with
federal
and
state
regulations regarding storage
01 hazardous chemicals .
Similar facilities already
exist at the other three
Universi ty of Missouri cam·
puses.
Design of the building,
slightly modified after bids
submitted
in
April
were
rejected as too costly, calls lor
an
energy·efficient,
3,000·
square· loot
concrete
and
masonry structure backed into
a hill directly north of the

Re se arc h Ce nte r To
Op en Ne xt Ye ar
SOURCE: OPI

Marchello said . "We at UMR
feel that we have the expertise
and now the facilities to make a
real contribution in the area of
renewable resources. And with
the need to find alternatives for
our
rapidly
dim inishing
reserves of fossil fuels, the work
done at the center will be.
beneficial to both the state and
the country as a whole."
"I feel extremely good about
it and I'll be very happy when
we get it going," said Robert L.
Davis, acting dean of the School
of Engineering at UMR. "We
are fortunate at UMR to have
this group of experts to initiate
the center.

Universi ty
of
Missouri
President James C. Olson
Wednesday (Nov. 21) approved
creation 01 the Renewable
Resources Research Center on
the Rolla campus.
The center, which is to
become operational Jan. I. 1980,
will coordinate University of
Missouri·Rolla research efforts
aimed at the development of
renewable energy . resources
such
as
biomass,
solar
radiation, wind, rainfall and
geothermal
and
ocean
gradients.
In addition, the center will
address such matters as
transportation systems, con·
servation, energy systems and
storage,
economic
and
sociological impact and en·
vironmen tal protection as they
relate to renewable resources.
"We are both pleased and
encouraged by the decision,"
UMR Chancellor Joseph M.

"The expertise has been here
for a long time," he added. "But
until recently, they have lacked
the necessary support to allow
them to fully develop research
projects in this area."
But, Davis 'cautioned, the
center "will not provide an
immedia te cure to our energy
problems. It does, however,

@)0e ®oof2ci <BeQteF.
LOO K FOR OUR WAREHOUSE
CLEARANCE HI"FI SALE
COM ING SOO N
I 008 Pine

Street

Rolla, MO.

364-7715

brovvn bog it!
Now! The Gallery Deli offers you a quick. fresh
sandwic h overstuf fed with sumptuo us meats and
mouthw atering cheese. plus condime nts!

The

Gallery
9:00·4:00
Continental 9:00·10:30
Lunch Served ll·1 w/ d.il,
~ pecial

Carry Out Service
St o p ,n for coffee break
In Student Center

TRY OUR SALAD BAR

tuce & tomat o upon requ es t.
Half sandwi ches available .

provide lor an orderly and
methodical approach to the
development of energy alter·
natives. "
By operating as an umbrella
organization for renewable
resources research at UM R, the
center will serve to meet all of
the campus' research needs in
this area .-In so doing, the center
will enable UMR to develop a
comprehensive
renewable
resources research program,
enhance its research potential
in renewable resources, provide
for continuity in renewable
resources research and avoid
duplication of programs, and
respond
to
requests
lor
research and informati on and
assistance.
Funding for the center will
come from a special state ap·
propriati on for its development
and from externally funded
research projects.
The center will be established
within
the
School
of
Engineering and housed in the
Engineering
Research
Laborato ry at UMR. Some
components of the center will,
logically , be conducted at other
locations.
To begin with, the center will
be composed 01 personnel from
the chemical, electrical and
mechnical engineering and
engineering
management
faculties .
In
time,
other
departments will become in·
volved in the workings of the
center.
For the present, serving as
research associate on half·time
appOintments to the center will
be: Dr. Jack L. Boone, solar
energy: Dr. Virgil Flanigan,
biomass: Dr. James L. Gaddy,
interim director, biomass: Dr.
Yildirim Omurtag, biomass:
and Dr. Thomas P. Van Doren,
solar energy. Ultimate ly, it is
hoped that the center's basic
research areas will be staffed
with 10 senior investigators and
10 research associates. Other
individuals
may
become
associated with the center as
research affiliates on a tern·
porary basis.
Initially, the center will ad·
minister
several
research
projects which already have
been
funded . These are:
Gasification Research on Wood
(GROW ), solar cells research
and
biomass
conversion
research . Other projects will be
added as the center develops .
Other staff will include
technicians,
extension
and
secretari al personnel. research
assistants, post·doctoral fellows
and visiting faculty members
and scientists .

General
:' t!r v l ~e s
Building geological
engineering
north of Interstate 44 . Con· departme
nt. "They gave a very
struction is expected to begin in good
presentation, and, with the
January and should be com · way
they indicated to work with
pleted before classes resume in the
Universi ty and the oc·
the fall.
cupants 01 the building, they
The building has three func· should be able
to come up with a
tions
procurement and good design ."
storage of bulk chemicals.
The selection is a "good one,"
dispensing in smaller lots to said Ted Planje,
Dean of the
departments. and storing and UMR
School of Mines and
arrangin g for disposal of Metallur
gy, adding the firm
hazardous materials waste. was one
of the best qualified of
said
Joe
Wollard,
UMR those that offered to do
the
executive director of ad· architect
ural and engineering
ministra tive services.
work on the building.
A small area in the building
The Universi ty should meet
wil l be devol ed 10 storage of with
Black and Veatch some
nuclear material. Wollard said.
time before Christmas he said.
Will Meet Standard s
The building will be located in
The building will conform
the northwest corner of the
with National Fire Protection ca mpus,
Wollard said . "The
Associa tion
(NFPA )
and earth·sheltered structure will
Nuclear
Regulatory
Com· be more energy efficient than
a
mission (NRC) codes and will conventio
nal
above·ground
allow "life·cycl e management building.
and that design should
of hazardous materials, " said lower
construction costs and
Eldon Johnson, UMR safety will
lower operating costs.'
officer.
The building will house
The facility is needed because ceramic
,
metallurg ical,
"flamma ble liquids have the
mining,
petroleum
and
greatest potential for loss of life geologica
l engineering, as well
and property on this campus." as geoklgy
and geophysics.
he said .
The earth· sheltered structure
General operations at the w ill be sunk
to a depth of about
completed building will be the 40 feet and will
be covered by a
responsibility of Neal Kietzer, layer of topsoil
about six feet
UMR 's director of purchasing.
deep. It will provide a net
The curators also selected assignable space
of 92,000
Black and Veatch, Kansas City, square leet lor
research and
as
the
architectural and instructio nal facilities out
of
engineering firm for the earth about 131.000
square feet gross.
sheltered mineral engineering
Solar screen panels on the
building on the UMR campus.
south side of the building and in
"I feel very satisfied with the an
open courtyard in the middle
selection ," said Nolan B.
of the structure will aid in the
Aughenbaugh, chairman of the heating
and cooling of the in·
UMR mining. petroleum and
terior.

St Pa t's

qj~~~~
On Sale In The Stude nt Union

Sto cki ng Ca ps- 3.5 0
Sw eat sh irts~6. 00
Ha ts-3 .50 Mu gs- 3.0 0
Flying Discs-l .50
Ga rte rs- .75
Bu tton s-.5 0
Bu mp ers tick ers -.2 5

"HAIR IT IS"

Thr•• Sotlsfl.d CUltom.,. (l .R)

Jo~m

Hairstyling

For

Soil s. Je ff Brume!! . lo rry Johnson .

We're experts In men's styling-cu ts. perms , blow dry,
coloring.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS A VAIlASLE

SlOp by ond see Pe ggie Jo hn son , Cindy Si me rs . Sho non e Frisbi
e or
610 Klng.hlghway (Plata laundry Building) 36" ·7130

!'(.to

Brewel
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f or selected classes with common finals.

8:00 - 10:00p . m.
8:00-10:00p.m.

Tue sd ay Dec. 4
Math 4 & 6

7:00-9:00p.m .

Phys.l04

7:00 - 9:00p.m.
7:00 - 9:00p.m.
7:00 - 9 : 00p . m.

Chern G5
CE 117
CE 114

Wednesday, Dec
Physics 23

7:00 - 9:00p.m .

Phys. 104

Thursday , Dec 6
Statics
Dynamics
EE 61

7:00 -9:0 0p . m.
7:00 - 9:00p . m.
7 : 00 - 9:00p.m.

CE 114
CE 117
HSS G5

CE 117
ME 104

Cunningham
Wa lter s
Hadlock
Bailey
Garver

Sc rivner
Trigg
Pauls

Forshe
Batra
Stuller

problems."
" Just being a professional is
the main thing for the future,"
Sue Rothschild, Southwestern
Bell computer scientist, told the
women in a luncheon talk on
"The Female Professional."
" Being a female professional
is not that different from being
a male professional, " she said.
"We're working toward the
same goals ... and we all have
the same responsibility for
putting out our best effort,
being competent and responsible ."

The speakers and their
words were different, but the
message at a recent University
of Missouri·Rolla conference
was clear:
Engineering is a great career
fora woman .
About 100 high school women
got that message at a recent
two-day
conference,
"Engineering: The Woman 's
Way," sponsored by the UMR
Chapter of the Society of
Women Engineers. (SW EJ.
chapter
Pennie
Nichols,
president, says that the conference is held annually to inform high school students and
their teachers and counselors
about the opportunities for
women in engineering. This
year's conference attracted
students from all over Missouri
and from Western Illinois.
The high schoolers heard
from
professional
women
engineers and from engineering
faculty members. They toured
the campus , visited different
engineering students in informal sessions.
Keynote speaker Sherry
Anderson, aerospace engineer,
General Electric Co., Cinci nnati ,
discussed
" The
Challenges of Engineering."
"The first challenge in
engineering is to get through
school," she said. "It is tough
and demands dedication and
the determination to stick to the
goal. Once you are out of school,
you are only beginning. The
very nature of the work is
challenging . The key thing is to
be able to do problem solving, to
take what you nave learnea ana
apply to new and different

She said that women of today
owe a big debt of gratitude to
the first women professionals,
those who, before the 1970s push
for women engineers, "staked
out the lonely road of being a
woman engineer. "
The high school participants
had a field day questioning
women engineers in a panel
session . Panel members were
Anderson, Rothschild , Carma
Stone, chemical engineer, Shell
Oil
Co.:
Shelly
Wolf,
metallurgical engineer, Olin
Corp., and Patricia Plummer.

I - - - - COUPON ----1
I MERRY CHRISTMAS I
I To: UMR
I

I
I Fro~

I
I

I ~~~~~~~~II
I

MEXICAN RESTAURANT

:-----COUPON .- - - _
We would like to show our appreciation for
your patronage during 1979. Briog in the
aoove coupon on any of the lSI J Sundays 10
Dec. and we will gladly give you a

10% DISCOUNT

Christmas
Open House & Show
Sunday, Dec. 2-Noon-6 p.m.
Miner Week at Sunny Wall

All students who have
preregistered for next semester
will be sent a bill for their
semester fees by mail. The bills
will be mailed right after
Thanksgiving and must be paid
no later than December 13 in
order
to
complete
the
. preregistration process. If a
student has submitted an ap·
proved
preregistration
schedule but doesn't pay fees by
the December deadline date,
the student may register at the

WATCH FOR UPCOMING ADS
featuring our

WAREHOUSE HI-FI SALE

associate director of UMR 's
Graduate Center for Cloud
Physics Research and faculty
adviser for the UMR SWE
cha

.

,

1008 Pine Street Rolla, MO.

364-7715

The smile
says 'gO ahead,

.
chaIlen~e me.
It says strengffi,vitality,
and the sureness of success.
Ifs todays Republic Steel.
We're a vital , forwa rd-looking company in an industry that goes to the' hea rt of
American life. For t h e men an d women of Rep ubli c, challenges are fr equent ,
sometimes unexpected, a nd d emand all t he imagina ti on t h ey have, and a
li ttle more.
One of the reason s for the vitality of R epubli c Steel is our commitmen t
to excell e nce in m a nage m e nt We a re n ot t h e largest steel company. But our
continuing priority is to be t h e best m a n aged. And t h is is a plus for you .
Because at Republic, we've re fin ed the practice of managem en t s kills to a sc ience .
You'll learn our sop hi sticated m eth ods as you a d vance in yo ur chosen fi e ld .
Entry- level management o pportunities are open to a ll who qualify.
Equally, judged on merit alone. We would particularly lik e to talk to graduates
in industrial, mechanical. metallurgical, elect rica l. a nd mining en g ineering, a nd
in accounti n g. and co mputer scie nces.
We'd lik e yo u to m eet today 's Republi c Steel. It ha s a vitality to match
your own. See your Placement Officer for a n interview when we visit your
camp u s. Or w rite Superv iso r, Coll ege Relations and Rec ruitme nt ,
Depa rtment 406, Republic Steel Corpo ration , P.O. Box 6778, Cleveland OH 44101.

10% OFF
Christmas Arrangements & Plants
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Thru December 6 . Show UMR ID Cord.

1-

regular semester registration
date of January 14. However,
the preregistration schedule
may not .be available at that
time.
Students whose fees are
covered
through
student
financial aid or some other
similar type of financial sup·
port
should
make
arrangements to complete
early fee payment by con·
tacting the Financial Aids and
Cashiers Offices.

~f:(e ~0e:md @ef?terv

Conference Focused
On Women Engineers
SOURCE:OPI

Fee Information

Those scheduled are:

Monday Dec. 3
Mechanics of Materials
Computer Science 73

Math
Math 21
Math 22

Preregistration

Rapubliast88I
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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lIThe Roads W e Travel"

.:.....:.:.:.:.....:.......... . .........:. . -: -:-;.:-:-:-:-;.;.:.;.:-;. -:.;-; ................... -:.;.;.:-:.:-;-:-:.:-;.:.;.:.;.:.:-:.:-:.:.;.:.;.:.:-;.:.:.:.:.;.;.;.;.;.:.:.:-:.:-;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:......:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-;.:-;-;-; "" "by
Linda
"The Roads We Travel" is
John Biggs' firsl record and it"s
an enjoyable 3:1.32 mlnules .
This record contains a mixture
of banjo picking, folksinging
and reflections . Those reflec·
tions deal~ abtly enough, with
the roads or paths one travels in
IHe, or rather how John sees
those roads.
The listener is treated to the
spirit of John Biggs. That spirit
- reflective of his album. is "unpretentious,
fun,
real,
honest and refreshin g."

Side One
The first cut on side one is
"Home's Another Day Away".
This ballad begins the listeners
journey. as the song goes "". the roads still awinding,
could it be I just begun" ." Thus
one's trip down John 's road
begins.
"Miles to Go." the next song
carries through the theme of
roads as its chorus

O'isco Rolla
By CORNELIA HECKER
Phrases like "boogie, " " get
down," and "freak ' out" are
constantly
repeated
to
unrelenting loops of simplisti c
snare beats accompanied by the
high-pitched shrieking of ap·
parantly overjoyed background
singers. In the midst of the din,
there is normally one (often
untalented)
lead
vocalist,
seemingly
in
mid·orgasm,
beckoning an unseen audience
to "dance, dance, dance,"
"boogie, oogie, oogie," or
"shake their groove thing. "
This is disco.
Disco may have begun a few
years back with an innocuous
little
song
entitled
"The
Hustle." Suddenly everyone
was doing the hustle in countless variations and mutations.
Rock fans patiently waited out
what appeared to be a peak and
sudden decline, but this lasted
just 'Iong enough for a movie
called "Saturda y Night Fever"
to be released. Disco returned,
with cultural reinforcements.
Discos overflowed with John
Travolta-Tony ' Manero look·
alikes. Print Qiana shirts, tightfitting polyesters, white Monte
Carlos and Cutlass Supremes
became the rage . Disco was in,
and no one could stop it.
Since that time, those who
cater to the new dancing mania
have found the cash registers
stuffed with profit. In the few
short years it's been around,
disco has exploded into an $8
billion industry.
However, disco seems to be
phaSing itself out as quickly as
it came in. It lingers around as

an acceptable form of music to
dance to, but has little or
nothing else to keep it going.
Matt Stone said, "It's good for
dancing, but under any other
circumstances it is absolutely
worthless. Music is supposed to
be creative
disco is
unoriginal, but it is the only way
to dance right now."
Barb
Stoecklein
agreed,
saying, "It's getting old, but it's
good to dance to as long as you
have a decent partner. "
Others,
however,
cannot
tolerate disco in any situation.
Chris Yarnell voiced his
opinion, saying, "It's like the
bumper sticker says - disco
sucks." Alan Hasselbring said,
"I personally don't like it. I
went to the Sammy Hagar
concert and there were 15,000
people there who didn't like it
either. The rhythm's good, but
the chord patterns and words in
the songs they're writing now
are all the Same."
The word most commonly
used to describe disco music is
"repetiti ve." In fact, on some
albums, a drumme r will play
for a half a minute or a minute
aqd this drum track will be
repeated through the whole
song.
Ward Silver,. KMNR Sqagen;
John
Ganossky,
record
librarian ; Kirby Diller, chief
engineer ; and Bob Steffen, all
of KMNR. gave a consensus of
their opinions of disco music.
"Most people at UMR aren't
into it. Hopefully, we represent
a cross section of the student
body, we hope we play what the

(Continu ed on page 8 )

B pU R O 'S
"BANQUET ROO M FACILITIES
ON BIG SCREEN

Danc ing Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
9:30 to 1:00 341-2110

" I wonder as I wander
how fJr dowil Ihe road,you ' ve got to go
for you find the dreams you lost
your life is all it cost
you're weary but vou've miles to go."
This song is reflective of the
life of a Ira veiling mu sician.
taking one down the palh of
John's life on the road .
Another road we all travel,
death, is satirized in the third
song - "Send Me to Glory in a
Glad Bag". l\Tilien b~' Don and
Mim Carlson and Steve Mason,
this tune pok es fun at fancy
funeral s. people save all Iheir
live s for and die gelling .
Next comes one of my
favorites "Love Has No
Boundaries ". As John says it in
the chorus - "its high and wide
and free, its the reason I 'll be
living, it 'll be living after me ."
An instrumental follows "Jesu, Joy of Man 's DesiringSalt Creek" . We hear J .S. Bach
on John 's talented banjO and his
brother Chris ' guitar.

Ponz er

fealures John on banjo and
Dave Srb on bass guitar.

Another view of love is
presented in John 's own tune "No One Ca n Love You as I
do" . True love is the subject of
this song as the chorus says:

The ending song - "Talk
About Suffering ," is done with
the exception of an intro totally
a cappella , talks about gOin!!
and leaving on the gospel train ,
teaving this world . and leave
thi s word of tri al and trouble .

"No matter where you go
No matter who you know
No one can love you as I do ."

Com men tary

Modernist twanging guitars,
a fast pace. hard clapping - all
serve to change the tone of the
record as the song - "One
Time Thing" comes on next.
The title of thiS record gets its
inspiratio'n from the chorus of
the next song - " It 's All the
Same in Time ". The chorus
goes like this :

To listen to John's album is to
listen to the music of his soul.
Each song reflects a time, a
pl ace, a road he 's traveled .
Many of these roads are the
same ones yo u and I must
travel on the road to tomorrow .
To some degree that 's what the
role of a folksinger is - to sing
of ro ads - The Roads We
Travel.

" The roads we tra vel Dass
through the same town
The roads we travel all turn round

The
side
ends
with
"Change s" written by Phil
Orchs . According to this song
time is what makes changes. As
the song goes, we are as
"pebbles in the wind . we are
puppets to the silver strings of
the soul of changes. "

As you Iry your way. o.1d I'll try T]1ine
It's all the same in time."

Side Two
Side two begins with a fast
paced song of feeling free to
love someone.
The song,
"Feeling Free" bears the
message: "Change the notion
in my mind that I can love you
feeling free all the time"

The instrumental , . "B lack·
berry Blossum " gives the
listener time to catch up on all
the views of love John has
presented thus far. This tune
which falls into the category of
a trad-itional banjo picking tune.

"The Roads we Travel" is
available locally at Don's Music
or by writing P.O. Box 156
Manhattan, Kansas.

Me dit atio ns on Final Tim e
By RAY LUECHTEFELD
A time of final testing draws
near. At such a time, when
doom sounds heavily upon the
souls of students and m adeeyed
dervishes
dispense
strange pieces of paper with
ubiquitous blank spaces, my
first test in Math 8 is called to
mind. The entirety of my
allotted time was spent in
contemplation of a rather
faSCinating problem. I :juote,
"Find the lim it, as delta x
approaches infinity, of 2 to the
If.! power over delta x." With
first glance I recounted all my
observations (substantial) and
studies (even more substantial)
regarding the nature of this
marv~lous entity, infinity . Into
my mind grew visions of
eternity and quotes by the One
Who "Is, Was, and Shall Be."
However I found nothing pertaining to my specific problem .
Having
exhausted
the
tradition al source of Divine
inspiratio n, I moved into Man's
outlook on infinity, as evidenced
by poetry , fantasy, mysticism ,
and philosophy . I reviewed
" Intimatio ns of Immorta lity
from Recollections of Early
Childhood," to no avail. After
that, it seemed pointless to
recite any more poetrv .

I then moved quickly into
fantasy, particula rly ' that of
Folkien,
and
relentlessly
pursued the attitudes of many
of his prime characters, from
the Valar (including Manrue
Sulimo
and
Melkon)
to
I1uvatar; to the Sindarin greyElves, as they regarded this
mystery, infinity. Many tantalizing clues showed forth, but
no solid answers.
Plunging
into
Eastern
mysticism , I dredged up ancient secrets of Man's innermost being. My karma was
revealed , my yang and yin were
balanced, and I had reached
nirvana, but infinity remained
inexplicable.
I became desperate. Sure all
of Man 's knowledge is not in
vain: surely there are answers
in the cosmos. I reached for

philosophy as ·a drowning man
might grasp at a rope. Plato
remained silent on the matter,
Francis Bacon said nothing,
and so on, until my final hope
was revealed in the Books of
Bokonon.
I
remembered;
Bokonon said that everythin g is
foma <lies}' Therefore, infinity
must be an untruth, and so the
answer had to be nothing. Zero.
I triumpha ntly inscribed the
one true answer. Before I could
go on, however, my professor
called time, and his word,
timewise, is final. Needless to
say, my grade was very low.
But, still, sometimes I am
bothered by my one correct
answer. If everythin g is a lie,
how can that statement itself be
true? Is there nothing to grasp
hold of? Is nothing substantial?
Is there no structure to this
universe?

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a.m .-9 p .m.

Forum Plaza

6 Oz. Ribeye

8 Oz . Chuck

8 Oz . Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

2.50 2.2 0 3.0 7
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast .
Free Ice Cream .
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In Search of a Major

Cut Glass Stomach Pump Engineer Seeks Job
Creative Prose
by Bob Koenig
I don't care if that idiot fired
me from the shoe store. That
just gives me more time to work
on this manuscript as the
unemployment insurance keeps
me from having to work. If I
could just avoid these pesky job
:interviews that they keep
sending me on, before they'll
pay my benefits, things would
be great. I'm sure glad I listed
my occupation as a "cut glass
stomach pump engineer" or
they probably would have found
me a job already. Whatever to
work .
My first few years at UMR
were to be dominated by .my
search for a major. During
registration
I
originally
declared my major as (Oh what
the heck was thaL. .hum ... and
they say you never forget the
first time somebody. How could
I forget that) Static Mechanics
(the names have been changed
to
protect
the
innocenL..ie ..Me).
This
declaration however didn ' t last
to long.
After receiving my basic
schedule I set out to locate my
advisor and to obtain his
signature. His office was,
reportedly ,
located
in
something called the Old Met
Building. At the time I couldn't
figure out why if they had a new
metallurgy they would continue
to teach the old metallurgy. I
reasoned however that it
probably involved the repair of
antique cars .
Having already had one bad
experience finding my way
around campus (a story related
elsewhere), I decided to go
prepared this time, Falling
back on the experienced gained
while having been a Boy Scout
for two weeks once (a story I
promised the BSA I would never
relate if they would drop the
charges) I amassed my gear. I
set out on my quest equipped
with: a map of the campus,
three days supply of food and
water, ropes and assorted
repeling gear, a compass and a
copy of L .N. Vanderbelts
" Traveling by the Stars", a
seven language phrase book
which included appropriate
information on tips and bribes
in 19 currencies, and of course a
supply of medicinal Brandy (I
had heard about Rolla's vicious
snake population earlier that
day from a gentleman in a
green jacket). With a short

prayer for guidance and this
equipment on my back I set out
in the direction indicated by my
map confident that I would
recognize the building from the
junk cars (used for spare parts)
that I assumed would be parked
around it .
Feeling a slight chill I began
to search my pack for my
supply of medicinal spirits. In
the process of doing this I
knocked to the ground my
course schedule which I had
placed on top. As I bent over to
pick it up I happened to notice
that along the usual freshman
classes I such as lying as an art
form , creative cheating, and
ba sic lying and cheating for th e
technical major) I was listed as
being enrolled in conversational
Hindu and written Korean .
Shocked I restored my flaging
spirits with some of my nerve
medicine which I had finally
located and set out to find my
advisor, a Prof. Winsome.
I was fortunate indeed that no
other buildings were located in
the area indicated by my map
as the location of the Old Met.
as no junk cars were in sight
(probably kept in the basement
which from the outside looked
like it could contain almost
anything ). When I reached the
second floor office of my advisor not only wasn't he there,
but, his door was covered with
messages from students trying
to contact him. I was encouraged some what by the fact
that at least two-thirds of them
were dated this year. Downstairs in the department offices
I learned that my advisor was
on
sabbatical
in
Alaska
studying the structure of igloos
and no one knew when he would
be back. As an alternative I
could however talk to the
department chairmen a Dr.
Losesome. Who was expected
back at his office any time.
My supply of medicinal
brandy was to come in quite
handy during the next 48 hours
as I camped outside Dr.
Losesome 's door watchful for
his return. When he finally did
arrive he explained to me that
in response to complaints of
Junior and Senior students
about the clarity of the
presentations given by the
many instructors from India it
had been decided to teach the
upper level classes in Hindu .
This being the language in
which the instructors could best
express themselves clearly and
without a trace of accent.
Further com laints had been

~f(e ®0C:lnd G.eQteF
LOO-K FOR OUR WAREHOUSE
CLEARANCE HI·FI SALE
COMING SOON
1008 Pine Street Rolla , MO.

364-7715

leveled against the quality of
the grading preformed by the
departments many Korean
graduate students. This had
prompted a decision to give all
future quizes and tests in
Korean . These policies would be
implimented as soon as the
freshm an could be trained in
the languages. These poliCies
were designed to place the
department in the position of
the
material
in
teaching
flawless form and to place the
burden of any complaint on the
students own language abilities.
After all if students expect
instructors to be fluent in

English what's wrong with
instructors expecting students
to speak their language. Dr.
Losesome felt that this offered a
great savings in dollars to
students. Had not students
previously
forced
to pay
tremendous amounts of money
to attend school in a foreign
country . "Now they can receive
the same benefits for the cost of
their fees here." As I dashed out
of the office I heard him chuckle
and then shout after me "Good
'pyan'd better hurry up and get
enrolled before the other
students find out and our
department is flooded ."

I have heard it said that the
average student changes his
major two times in school. I was
prehaps the first ever to change
it before being enrolled. I
changed
my
major
to
engineering
undecided
(thinking I could always find a
job with one of the many new
companies that were not yet
sure what field they were going
to settle in). I promised myself
that I would increase my
knowledge about other majors
before making a final choice
and after registering set out to
study them.
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Grou ndwoves
Greetings. While home for
the holiday I read bits and
pieces of an interesting book
titled
" Looking
Out
For
Number One ". The cover
proclaimed the author to the
" people's philosopher of the
"70's" , but I can't remember his
name. Keeping in mind that I
can't even remember that
important fact, I 'd like to tell
you about one small portion of
the book that I could really
relate to.
In one section the author
wrote about the time he went to
a beach to witness a social
phenomenon he had heard
about, and there he came
across a group he labelled "the
Thousanduplets" . No one knows
who mothered this ·Iot, but I
personally hold commercial
television and radio, and
California in general, all ,
suspect. You see, these people
all looked alike.
The male of the specie
assume " cool " stances near
females . Each has a can of Best
Seller Beer in their right hand.
Each wears sunglasses, but not
over their eyes! Lord, no . They
go on top of your head . The
female of the specie, in an
apparent attempt to please the
male, display the fruits of their
maturity through swimwear
made in foreign countries, and
smile a lot for no particular
reason. Som e say they are
bored . Qthers say they are
boring .
My, what a cynic I must be.
I've certainly noticed these
people before. I only wish I'd
thought
up
the
name
"Thousanduplets". I think it's
unfortunate that we extend the
policy of majority rule to so
many aspects of life and politics
as if there is some innate good
in the system . In other words,
the belief that if a lot of people
are dOing it, wearing it,
thinking it, or listening to it. it
must be good . As engineers our
employers will no doubt expec t
us to make innovative choices
through logical decision, and
why shouldn 't we do the same
thing for our own life.

Now, let's take a lOok at the
type of music you've been
listening to. There are many
types of music, you know .
Hopefully by now you 've
listened to many forms and
have decided for yourself which
one YOU find to be the most
entertaining. If you haven't,
then I'd like to invite you to
listen to some of KMNR 's
"special" shows and album
features listed here . We want to
expand your musical horizons.
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I must get back to my
homework. Duty now for the
future .
Randy Yakey

Blues For Rolla Sun. 6-10 p.m . At 8 p.m. John Estes "Electric
Blues Chicago Style"
Soul Show Sun . 4-6 p.m. At 5 p.m. " Diga Rhythm Band "
Real Good Radio Hour Mon . 4-7 p.m. ··St. Mickey 's Lament and
other Favorites"
New Wave Mon . 7-Il p.m. At 9 p.m. Root Boy Slim and the Sex
Change Band
Rolling Bozo Revue Mon . 11-2 a.m . At midnight Strawbs
"FROM THE WITCHWOOD"
Artist Feature Tue. 10-2 a.m. Hours of Lynyrd Skynyrd .
Bluegrass Variety Show Wed . 3-6 p.m . At 4 p.m. Dan Crary
"Sweet Southern Girl"
Obscured by Clou,ds Thurs. 7-10 p.m . At 8:30 p.m. Budgie "Best
of" .
Improvisations Thurs. 10-2 a.m . At midnight Bob Brookmeyer
and Clark Terry "Power of Positive Swing" .
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SPI,

Open 1 p.m .- l a .m . daily

ladies Night Wednesday

Busch on Tap
1107 Pine
364·4334
Rolla, Missouri
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12 Days of
Christmas" at
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Full Sets Available
Set of 12
While the Supply lasts!
1202 N. Bishop Rolla, MO 364-8998
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Sig Ep' s
GA D Pro iect
On Saturday, November 10,
the men of Sigma Phi Epsilon
along with several Golden
Hearts traveled to st. Louis for
another G.A.D. project. The site
of this semester's proiect was
the Stella Mads Day Care
Center which is located in an
older, run-down section of town.
The center takes in approxima tely
seventy· five
children from t~e ages of three
to six years every day to give
them a pre-school education.
Stella Maris is a non-profit
organization that is funded by
the United Way. Without the
help of Dennis Shaughnessy, the
director of Stella Maris, and the
rest of the staff, many 01 these
children wo"uld be forced to go
withQut the educatio.n they need
so badly . The anxious and hard·
working crew of about forty·
five arrived on the job at nine·
thirty Saturday morning with
hammers, paint brushes, and
implements of destruction . The
inside of the building was in
poor condition, but after putting
in over 200 man-hours 01 labor
involving the painting of walls
and pipes, repairing broken
furniture , and patching leaky
pipes, the building no longer
had that grim and dreary look,
but had a bright and cheerful
atmosphere . The green and
blue polka dot pipes should help
to cheer the childrens' day.
After all the work was done,
everyone sensed a real feeling
of accomplishment at helping
Stella Maris and all the
children.
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Zeta Tau Alp ha
Presents Aw ard
Bonnie Boland of Chester·
field, Missouri, has been
awarded a grant by the Zeta
Tau Alpha Foundation . She is a
junior in Civil Engineering at
the University 01 MissouriRolla.
Bonnie is currently involved
in many o~ganizations. She is
the President of Newman,
Secretary of Thomas Jefferson
Hall Association, is President of
First Floor at Thomas Jefferson Hall, is in Student
Council, Tau Beta Pi, ASCE,
Phi Eta Sigma, and the Gym·
nastics Club. Bonnie is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Boland of Chesterfield,

The ta Tau
Pizza Nig ht

Mo .
The Zeta Tau Alpha Foun·
dation has been awarding
scholarship grants to assist
needy and deserving students to
complete their education for
more than 25 years. Over a
quarter of a million dollars has
been awarded to more than
1,100 persons studying on
separate campuses in the
'Jnited States and abroad.
The Foundation Grants are
made possible by contributions,
gifts, and memorials given by
members and friends of Zeta
Tau Alpha Fraternit y.

On Thursday, November 15
Theta Tau held its second
semiannual Pizza Night at
Pizza Inn. The total money
raised was 284 dollars. This
topped last semesters total by
forty dollars . The money raised
went to Theta Tau 's ugly man
which contributes money to
many of Rolla's charities . Once
again it was the students who
gave the most support. Theta
TKE 38
Lambda Chi 10
Sig Ep 33
Delta Tau 8
Phi Kap 22
Rolla Mo 8
Kappa Sig 13 House C 8
TJI2
House 77

Tau would like to thank all of
those who participated and Bob
Campbell and his crew at Pizza
Inn for making the night such a
big success. The top money
winner for the night was Tau
Kappa Epsilon with 38 dollars.
Sigma Phi Epsilon was second
with 33 dollars. The following is
a list of how much money was
credited to each organizations
ugly man fund .
SigPi6
Zeta 5
GPI5
A-E PiS
Kelly 4

Wesley 3
KA3
House 3 3
McAnearny 2

Cl as sif ied Ad s

~~~~~~~~
LOST : Hewlett Packard Model29C calculator in Civil Engineerin
g
Building on Nov . t5 . Substantial reward offered for any informatio
n
leading to its return . No Questions asked .. .CaIl364·8900 ask for Tony

Snow bunny, hop on over to my place and let's get rolling - Love,
Snowball .
FOUND : A bowling ball in a bag at the intersection of lOth & State
Streets . It you think that this might be your ball call 34J.4989, to
claim
it. Please hurry, or I might get too attached to it and decide to keep
it.
WANTED : Male roommate for four·bedroom house with two baths,
near Rolla High School. S52 .50 a month , plus utilities. Call Dave
or
Steve, 364·1853 .
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE !!! ... to ski Colorado while staying
in
condominiums, for 6 days and 5 nights, which have a fireplace and
full
kitchen . Also included are three full days of ski rental and a 3 day
lift
pass . Ski Aspen, with over 600 other college students, Jan . 7·12
for
SI79, or Ski Breckenridge for S149. For more informatio n call
Steve
Fischer, 364·2622 or 364·9823 .
Haircuts <Afro 's only ) S2 .50. Batteries 9 volt transitors and
"D "
size, 20 cent each . Call Whimpy at Alpha Phi Alpha , 364·9968 .
DEPORTA TION SALE : Twelve 1979 Trans Ams . All low mileage
and wide selections of colors . Call Amahd before Saturday .

Prock's Motor Co.
1025 Kingshighway Rolla, Mo,
Phone 314/341-2999

0r;e ~0(:lnd GeQterv

SHOT OKAN
KARATE

WATCH FOR UPC OMIN G ADS

of Rollo

featur ing our

364-7428

WAREHOUSE HI·FI SALE

Mon .-6:30 p.m.
1hurs.·6 :30 p.m.
Saturda y-Aftern oons

1008 Pine Street Rolla, MO,

364-7715
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Faculty Evaluations

Great attempts have been made in recent months to make
college courses more " practical." Student radicals claim
that the mass of subjects taught in the liberal arts
curriculum serve little purpose when one reaches that
middle-aged limbo called " later-life."
Their point is well taken. 17th Century European History
does not have much value when the baby is crying. Botany
does not come to mind when the boss is coming for dinner.
So, to satisfy this crying need for a subject which fills this
"practicality gap", I have ~esigned a series of courses entitled " Life Problems" .
In this liberal new concept in classes the student is forced
to react in a typical "Life Problem " situation and is graded
accordingly . Girls, of course, take a different course than
boys since their problems in life are considerably different.
And, as in other subjects, there are degrees of difficulty
represented by course numbers: 100 level, 200 level, etc .
Here, then, is my proposed program of "Life Problem"
courses:
Life Problems 100 (Girls):
Situation : Against your repeated warnings, your husband
insists that weight lifting is the hobby for him . " You 'll hurt
yourself," you keep telling him, but it does no good. After
buying the necessary paraphernalia , he attempts to press 120
pounds the first night. The next two weeks he spends in the
hospital with a sprained back . If you can restrain yourself
from saying " I told you so," you pass.
Life Problems 100 (Boys):
Situation: Your seven-year-old son has just returned from
school after receiving his first lesson in sex education. He is
smiling from ear to ear. If you can sleep that night, you pass.
Life Problems 200 (Girls):
Situation: You give your husband the payment for the
house and car insurance which is due the following day . A
week later you drive the family car through the garage door.
Damages amount to $1200. Needless to say, your husband
still has the letter with the premium in his coat pocket. If you
talk your insurance company into paying off, you pass.
i,.ife Problems 200 (Boys):
Situation: Every Sunday afternoon your beautiful blonde
next-door neighbor suns herself in a most becoming bikini. It
wouldn't be so distracting, but this delightful scenery is
visible from almost any angle in your backyard. If you
manage to find a weekly excuse for working outside which
your wife will believe, you pass. If you convince yourself that
your wife looks better than your neighbor, your pass cum
laude.
Life Problems 300 (Girls):
Situation : The washer-dryer has br.oken down. You lost
your Bankmark card while shopping. Billy, the two-year-old,
- has just swallowed an undertminable amount of pills from an
unindentifiable bottle in the medicine chest. The refrigerator
doesn't seem to be cooling any more. Johnny, the five-yearold, ruined the diamond needle on his father 's stero turntable
trying to play his plastic "Yankee Doodle" record. The
plumber still hasn't arrived. And Bobby, the six-year-old,
came homeJrom school using a new word - containing four
letters - .of the Anglo-Saxon variety . If you can still cope, y.ou
pass.
Life Problems 300 (Boys) :
Situation: You left your briefcase on the bus . The air
conditioner has broken down in your office on the hottest day
in the year. You can't find those "important papers" that you
let on your desk yesterday. You just l.ost a filling and your
dentist can ' t take you until next Tusday. And you come home
45 minutes late to your wife who has just had the day
described in the Girls Life Problems 300 course. If you
still have a kind word for her, you pass .
I'm afraid Life Problems would not be a very popular
course, and there 's little chance that anyone would want it as
his major.
Unfortunately, Life Problems is everyone's major.

The use of faculty evaluation
is becoming widespread, and
important since they can now
influence the promotions and
tenureships
awarded
to
professors.
Students
at
Stanford
University will evaluate their
professors for the first time this
fall.
" More than half of the
country's college and universities use some form of teacher
evaluation," says Robert C.
Wilson, director of teaching
and
evaluation
innovation
services at the University of
California at Berkeley . "That's
more true today than it was five
to ten years ago . There has been
more emphasis on teaching in
the last ten years. It's a trend of
the times."
The nine campuses of the
University of California have
used student evaluations since
Charles J, Hitch, president of
the university ten years ago,
instructed promotion
committees to place emphasis on
teaching.
Wilson says that any faculty
member who is considered for
promotion must include student
evaluations of their teaching in
their dossiers.
According to Wilson, inost of
the pr:ofessors at the university
found the evaluations useful for
improving
their
teaching.
H.owever, those at many other
universities feel threatened by
the evaluations which ·can affect their promotions and
tenureships.
Professors at the Northern
Illinois University voiced their
opposition when the student
evaluations were initiated in the
universities this year. One
professor
felt
that
the
evaluations would result in inflated grades. An.other said that
av.oid
professors
would
dlscussin'g controversial issues
in classrooms since promoti.on,
salary, and tenure decisions
would depend on student
evaluati.ons of their teaching.
That, said the professor,
would
restrict
academic
freedom.
But Mark Cramer, a student
member of the Northern Illinois
C.ouncil,
said,
University
"Students are in the best
position to advise the teacher as
to what areas need improvement and in what areas he
or she is strongest.
"There are some tenured
faculty members who think
they are on a high plateau and
don't have to listen to what the
students have to say; they
to
teach
every
continue
semester in the same way, and
they are slowing our progress
toward Duality education ."

Some professors question
students ' ability to evaluate
courses fairly and, even today,
uphold a teacher 'S viewpoint
that was printed in 1953 in The
CEA Critic, a publication of the
College English Association:
" To the question 'Can the
student evaluate his teachers?'
the sim pie answer is, of course,
no. Partly because he has not
the ability, partly because he
has not a real opportunity , and
partly because no scheme for
recording his evaluation can be
both fair to him and intelligible
to anyone else .

" Going further I may add
that he has ne right even te try
and that enceuraging him te de
se is simply te aggravate his
already censiderable powers .of
mischief."
These criticisms de not stand
up te the results of many surveys which show th&t student
evaluations are reliable in
judging teachers.
Students today are more
concerned with the publication
of the results of the survey than
with the evaluations' validity or

Disco Down Continued
(Continued from page 5 )
students want to hear. We play
songs that you hear at discos,
music that approaches funk,
but we get no requests for disco.
We feel that disco has been
explored to the depths; it
doesn't have enough art, musicwise. According to the stats,
fewer and fewer people are
buying disco albums. It's really
chic now, but it's just a fad
styled into the public and will
pass - just like hula hoops,
Gerald Ford, and Steve Martin. "
However, Rolla is still feeling
the
brunt of the
disco
movement, sporting Charlie's
Disco (formally Yesterday's),
Mr. Tease Disco, and a discotype atmosphere at Bruno's.
Mike Mori, office manager at
the Manor Inn, said the crowd
at Charlie's Disco, which
opened in September of 1978,
ranges in age from 21 to 70 or 80.
He said the disco is popular
now, but that "we'll change
with what the people want."
Jeff Luca sees discos as a
great place to pick up girls. He
says,
"It's
a can't-miss
situation. "
Mr. Tease Disco opened last
Monday night at the Holiday

Inn in Rolla. Brice Kelley, desk
clerk at the Holiday Inn said,
"In my personal opinion, I don't
think discos go over very big
any more, but this one is geared
toward either live music or
spinning records. This should
be 'the' night place in town."
Glen Vermette, bartender at
Bruno's, has also noticed the
declining popularity of disco.
" We have dancing on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday nights,
but there are not as many
people dancing as there used to
be. People get tired of it."
Jerry Kasten, deejay at
KCLU, agreed that disco is on
its way out. "It's a fact that it is
going out fast. Top 40 charts
show that rock songs are what
are moving up fast. It's mostly
the little kids that are
requesting disco songs like
YMCA, but it's these same kids
that are also requesting Kiss."
Shahrokh Makanvand may
have hit upon the true destiny of
disco music, when he said,
"Disco is becoming more
rockish, maybe rock a little
more disco-ish. All the music
forms kind of blend - that is,
until the next new thing comes
along."
.

"Coldest beer in town bar none"
Competitive prices on '/ 2 bbl.

Beverage Mart
1021 Kingshighway-Next to Piua Hut
7:00 a.m. to Midnight
We have Maxell blank cassette & a-track tapes '
2 day delivery on other Maxell products

122 W. 8th Street Rolla
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
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EDITORIAL
POLICY:
"Letters to the Editor" ex·
pressing your feelings con·
cernlng campus, national, or
world affaIrs are encouraged,
but
- their
subsequent
publication does not Indicate
the M;lner Staff shares your
point of view. Only signed
letters will be accepted, and are
subject to edlttlng.
Dear Editor,
I am writing this time about
the lack of concern for others
that appears to be rampant
lately .
First of all, I would like to
voice my agreement with the
articles by Robert Meredity,
Ray Luechtefeld, and Jason
Behm which '<Ippeared in the
Nov 15 Miner. The anti-Iranian
rally is only one facet of the
issue at hand. Maybe the exShah shouldn 't have been
allowed into the U.S. in the first
place, but why (as it was said)
place the Iranian students here
in the same category as those
individuals . responsible
for
holding Americans hostage in
I ran? Shouldn't we rather
continue to exhibit friendship
towards those who have chosen
to study here instead of
elsewhere ? Such a display
would be a slap in the face to
those certain few in Iran, and
would insure world opinion in
our favor. But if we act like we
say they are acting, then are we
any better? Linking this to
consideration for others, we
Americans, considerate folk we
are, should
reassure our
Iranian guests that we don ' t
hold them responsible for the
actions of others " halfway
around the globe."
Are we really that considerate? Sometimes I wonder ... .
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Consideration
is
taking
thought for others' feelings . We
have freedom of the press, and
freedom to voice our opinions.
The demonstrators had every
right to voice their opinion that
Iranians should be deported : it
would be incon&iderate of me to
deny them that. But their attitudes seemed to reflect a
failure to consider all pOints of
the issue. Deportment in this
case would hypothetically be
for political expediency, done
with courtesy and regret, and
respect for those involved NOT out of spite.
But
perhaps such
consideration is too much to hope
for. It seems that "rights of the
individual" are voiced most
strongly when the individual
with whom one is concerned is
freedom
of
oneself. " My
speech! My rights! " Bush-wah!
One has no rights when one fails
to consider the rights' of others,
fails to take thought for
another's feelings.
It has been said, "Your right
to swing your arm ends where
my nose begins." Some things
like that are "intuitively obvious" . But what about freedom
of expression? How can one
judge what expression will or
will not offend some individual
or another ? Opinion's mav be
tempered
with
logic . and
peacefully presented . We have
freedom of the press for uncensored tasteful presentation
of facts, and of calmly and
logically presented opinions: a
necessity for perpetuation of
the general freedom we enjoy
as Americans . But do freedom
of speech and freedom of the
press cover that which is offensive to others?
Most facts and opinions are
bound to be offensive to at least
somebody . But my offense at
another 's opinion doesn 't give
me the right to take 9ffense at
that person . Even God gives us
the right to accept or reject His
Son. Indeed, Jesus Himself said
for us to love our enemies, and
Paul said to correct opposition
in meekness. It follows, then ,
that
offense
caused
by
disagreement can be met with
logical presentation of another
opinion (which, of course, could
also cause offense, but both
parties would at least be set. tling matters sanely ).
However, consider the case of
artistic expression . Such does

not fall under the category of
fact or opinion (except where
fact or opinion is artistically
expressed), but is contrived or
conceived solely in the mind.
One could very easily conceive
of an expression that would be
offensive to someone else . But
one also has a choice of whether
or not to give vent to that expression, and a choice of where .
Ideally, expression would be
vented in such a manner as to
offend no one. Again, how can
we know? "Consideration " is
trying to know . So monumental
is the task that journals of artistic expression have editors,
not only to uphold artistic
standards, but also to insure
minimal offense by selecting
works in light of the expected
tastes of the patrons of the
journal. (Fighting a losing
battle? )
I would call it a serious lack of
consideration to present a work
for general consumption when
it is known that a large faction
would be offended by .it . Even
members of Monty Python had
consideration enough not to
include directly blasphemous
scenes in their recent movie (it
is still offensive to most
Christians, but for myriad
reasons not under discussion
here) . What I am referring to
this time is the recent article
about " St. Mary 's Day ".
Several comebacks have gone
through my head, none of which
would · make me "any better
than Mr. Freeman " were I to so
much as mention one. Instead,
I'll take a personal approach :
To us Christians, Steve, Jesus
is closer than even our closest
family member, than even our
closest companion . As Bob
Dylan has recently written, " ...
the only One who can reduce me
to tears " (Slow Train Coming,
last song, second side ). How
often are we " reduced to
tears"? Our feelings are strong,
and at times we don't handle
our " righteous indignation"
over real and imagined offenses
in the best way, but such is our
reaction to that which hits us
deep and hard. I want to state
an example here, and as I do not
mean to cause offense, I offer
apology here and now to anyone
offended by it: I knew the individual it refers to . It is inconsiderate to mock crucifixion
before a partly Christian
audience for much th e same
reason one does not joke about

®f:(e ~0C:1nd @eQ~eru
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Cancelled
The u.s. General Accounting
Office wants the GI benefits for
flight
training
and
correspondence courses to be
terminated . The office conducted a survey and found that
only 16 percent of service
veterans who received flight
training on the GI Bill have jobs
related to training . Of the vets
reimbursed for correspondence
courses, only 34 percent have
training
used
the
professionally.
The president and vicepresident
of
the
student
government at Southwest Texas
State University have been
removed from office and placed
on disciplinary probation . They
allegedly violated a rule of the
university 's board of regents by
renewing a lawyer's contract
without official approval.
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You may get different mileage. depending on how fast you drive. weather
conditions. and tnp length. Your actual highway mileage Will probably be less
than the estimated highway mileage.

Mazda 's rotary engine licensed by NSU-WANKEL.
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Virtually everything you could want
in a refined sports car-at an almost
unbelievable price. AM/FM stereo
radio • 5-speed overdrive • Tachometer • Steel-belted radial tires.

1008 Pine Street Rolla, MO.

"SEASON'S SPECIAL"

Very sincerely,
Claude Crain

GI Be nefits

$8140.00

LOOK FOR OUR WAREHOUSE
CLEARANCE HI·FI SALE
COMING SOON

!I

cannon ritual fatalities on the
UMR campus , or in front of the
family . It's just not done . Such
is consideration .
I have touched upon only two
areas. Of course, the discussion
could be extended to include
multitudes of others', such as
consideration of students by
professors, of both of those by
the adm inistrators, of any
combination of those (or even
consideration among dating
couples! ), but I hope everyone
who reads this letter will be
inspired to think more about
how their actions will affect
someone else . Haven't people
noticed that when they are
considerate of others that it
inspires
consideration
in
return? When someone is
considerate of you, don ' t you
tend to be more considerate of
the next person you meet?
THINK . That is what we have
minds for. Try to think of
others . It may take practice .. .

"
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UMR Invit ation a l

B-Ball Tournament Opens Friday
By GERRY SCHNITZLER
The
Head
Coach
and
Assistant Coach of the UMR
Men's Basketball Team this
season are Billy Key and Jim
Dinsdale, respectively . The
team shows a lot of talent and
should have a good season
despite a rough schedule.
All members of the team have
not had quite as much practice
as is desirable. Injuries have
kept people out of practices so
far and have hindered th e
amount of playing time for
everyone. Right now Jeff Kipp
is sidelined with a sprained
ankle and will miss the season
opener tomorrow night.
Highlights of the possible
starting
players
include:
guards Horn, Bauer, and
Lucas;
forwards
Nesbitt,
Fuerman,
Riechmann ,
Watkins, and Kipp when he's
healthy .

The

season

opener

is

a

tournament at UMRtomorrow
nIght. The InvItatIonal wIll
include UMSL , UMKC, UMR , .
and
Morningside
College
(Iowa ). At 7:00 p.m. UMSL
plays UMKC and at 9: 00 p.m .
UMR takes on Morningside
College. Saturday the play will
resume at 7:00 p.m. depending
on the outcome Frida y .
The schedul e this year is a
tough one for the Miners . The
, key to this year's team will be to
work
in younger
pla yers
throughout the sea son . Crowd
support will playa mojor role in
the te am 's hom e record. The
schedule is a challenge ; the
team is read y for the pl ay; is
the student body ready to en thusiastically support the Men's
Basketball Team ? Friday night
should show two excellent Bball ga mes allhe Multi-Purpose
Building sl arlin g al 7:00 p.m .
Pl ea se attend in mass qu anl il ies .

Partial B-Ball Schedule
Nov . 30 - Dec. 1
Dec.8
Dec. 15
Dec. 28 - 29

UMR INVITATIONAL TOURNEY
Western Illinois University
7: 30 Rolla
Arkansas Tech
7: 30 Away
- - Away
Universi ty of Alabama
Birmin gham Class ic
- -Springfield
MI AA Tourney
7: 30 Rolla
Baker Univer sity
7:30 Rolla
Mar y ville College

Jan . 2-5
J an. 8
Jan . 12
(Partial Schedule)

M-Club Athl ete
Ray Gill and Don Fearon
An honorble mention also goes
to Carm en Baker who scored 30
points and had 8 r ebounds in the
UMR women's first basketball
game.

Ray and Don won the one
meter di vin g rel ay at th e M iner
Relays last weekend . This is the
first UMR team to win a rel ay.
They both dove well and beat
out the strong Arkansas divers.

Grantham-MIAA Player of Week
MIAA RELEASE
Southeast Missouri quarterback Scott Mosley, a thirdstri nger at the beginning of the
season
who
was
football
pressed into duty when Joe
Young was declared ineligible
at mid-season, accounted for
four touchdowns Saturday as
the Indians won their fourth
straight game, 36-29 over Southwest Missouri, and has earned
Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic Association " Offensive
Player of the Week" honors.

their third shutout of the season
Saturday, 9-0 over Central
junior
from
Missouri.
A
Springfield, Mo., Grantham
intercepted three passes, broke
up two others, made five
unassisted tackles and assisted
on three others. Last year,
Granth am led NCAA Division II
in interceptions with II. He has
five this season - all in the last
three games.

Other offensive nominees this
week included three running
Mosley,
a
junior
from backs and an offensive lineman .
Blytheville, Ark. , completed 12
Southwest Missouri fullback
of 20 passes Saturday for 236 Mark Daniels (St. Louis, Mo.)
yards and three touchdowns . He became the MIAA 's only 1,000al so rushed for 30 yards and yard rusher with 148 yards on 31
another score. Mosley has been carries and two touchdowns
at the controls for Southeast 's against Southeast. Missourilast four wins and has comRolla's Jimmie Lee (Rolla,
pleted 41 of 70 passes for 556
Mo. ) ran for 103 yards on just
yards and eight touchdowns in
seven tries and caught a 16-yard
that span .
touchdown pass and Northeast
Missouri 's
Gregg
Nesbitt
Missouri -Rolla safety Bill (Hannibal, Mo.l had the best
Grantham
is this week 's day of his career with 117 yards
"Defensive Player of the and two TDs in a 20-6 over
Week" for leading the Miners to Lincoln . LU 's Jeff McCafferty

(Pittsburgh, Pa.), an effective
blocker all season, led LU 's
pass blocking Saturday that
Fred
allowed
quarterback
James the time to try an MIAArecord 54 passes.
Other defensi ve nominees
included Southeast linebacker
Rich Borman (Mountain View,
Mo.) who was in on 21 tackles
Saturday , Northeast defensi ve
back Jon Walton (St. Louis,
Mo.) who made eight tackles

and broke up three passes two that prevented touchdowns
and Lincoln defensive end
Bernard Mitchell (Lynchburg,
Va.) who made 12 tackles, had a
quarterback sack and broke up
four passes for the Tigers.
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
OFFENSE
9-1 Don Dunning, L u, & Joe
Young, SE

UMR Intramurals
By GERRY SCHNITZLER
The Intramural soccer and
volleyball seasons are over
now . In Soccer Division I the
teams in the semi-finals are TJ
and RHA, TKE and Sig Ep. In
Division II the semi-fin'als include Triangle and Pi Kappa
Alpha , Campus Christian House
and Delta Sig.
Tonight in the Soccer final s
TKE will meet RHA and in
Division II Pi Kappa Alph a will
play CCH Delta Sig ,
In Men 's Division
.of

volleyball
the
following
organizations reached the semifinals: GDI, Sig Ep, TKE, and
Rambda Chi Alpha , In Division
II, RHA, Delta Sig, T JHA, and
CSA are in the semi-finals .
In
Women 's
Intramural
volleyball last week A WS
topped the Crescents, TJHA
beat ABS , Chi Omega won over
the Stardusters, and Kappa
Delta beat ZTA.
Tonight in the finals of Men's
Intramural Volleyball , TKE
will meet GDI and RHA plays
TJHA .

Final MIAA Team Statistics
School

HIM

P e t.

1\%1 15U

5-1
4-2
3-3
3-3
3-3
2-4
1-5

.833

SRMSU
UMRSWMSU

NEMSU
CMSU
LV

*

*

"

. 667

.500
. 500
.500
.333
.1 67

Pe t.

Pt ~.• I A;!Jf.,_._

6-5- 0
5-5-1
7- 3-1

.54 5
. 500

7- li - O

. 630
. 364
, 300

210
25 9
208
35 2

Overall

. 662

4-- 7-0
3-7 -0
4-7-0

. 364

ll 2

1.13
1 7/~

19.1
23 . 5
18 . 9
32 . 0
10.2
13. 3
15 -8

South east Mi s s our i for fei ted earlier 31- 15 win ove r Cent r al Missour i.

JAN. 7-12, 1980
• 6 day s/ 5 nigh ts in lu xurious condomi nium s w/k itchen and firep lace
• 3 days Iift tickets
• 3 days ski renta l
• F ree ski party
ONLY $179 - Copper Mountain
ON L Y $149-Breckenr idge
Rou ndt rip party bus option $69 .00

LAST CHANCE!!!
Aspen/Snowmass
JAN. 7-12,1980
• 6 days / 5 nights in a Snowmass Condo
w / kitch en and fir eplace
• 3 days sk i lift and ski rentals at Aspen
Highlands
• Di scounted addi t ional lifts and rentals
• Free ski party and mountain picnic

For more informalion , conlacl :
SI ev e Fis cher 364 -2622 o r 364 -9823

........

'------------,
Spo rt s Fans

I Bet

You
Didn't
Know
Brought To You By
Don Gibson , c.l.U .
Here ' s one of the most
fascinating football stories of all
time . Bock in 1942 , Boston Col lege was the no . 1 team i n the
coun t ry . They were undefeated
going into the lost game w ith
Holy Cross . They were heavily
favored . & made reservations to
hold a victory celebration alter
the game at a place called Ihe
Coconut Grov e. However . in
o ne of the greatest upsets in
football history , Holly Cross not
only bea t Bo ston , but they beat
them by the unbelievable score
of 55 -1 2. The crushed Bo ston
College officials nat-urally
cancelled the " Victory " party .
Then , that night the Coconut
Grove burned in one of the

worst disasters in history with

_CP~.Y~ Res 'lJ:..~from .JljJ7 /7 9
i 9i\ 17. 6 Idle
188 17 . 1 Bea t SWMS U, 36- 29.
94
8. 5 Beat Ct1S U, 9-0.
216 19.6 Los t to SEMSU, 36- 29.
2G:? 23 . 8 Beat LU, 20 -6 .
26 8 26 . 8 Los t t o UMR , 9- 0,
301 27 . 4 Los t t o NEMSU, 20- li .

THIS IS YOUR
Ski tlie Summi t

9-8 Mitch Ware, SW
9-1 5 M itch Ware, SE

ONLY $179

Roundtrip porty bus ONLY $70.00

492 people losing their lives .
The Boston College footba ll
p layers a ll might have been kill ed
Did you know that in the old
days of football , the coaches
didn't wont their players to
wear numbers on the i r
uniforms, They thought it would
be beller if everybody- op ponents & fans- was confused

abo ut who was carrying the
boll. Most teonis didn 't start
wearing numbers until the
1920s , & then they were very
small & usually worn on the
bock only . The rule requiring
teams to wear big numbers on
both the bo ck & front of th e i r

jersi e s was no t passed un ti l
1937.

I be t you didn' t know that Colleg e tif,e gets you thro ug h ~
school for awh ile before your

I

starts. See ..

DON GIBSON, C.L.U.
364·5386
JIM WOOD, C.L.U.
364·8888
COlLEGE LIFE INSURANCE
213 Ramsey Building
8th & Rollo Streets
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Bowlers Bowl 5-2 At Meramec
By KALON MITCHELL
The UMR bowlers went 5·2 at
Meremac Nov . 17th to fall to 2nd
in their division . They split
again with first place Flo
Valley , but lost in an upset to

Rifle
Team
Places
Third

l ast pla ce Forest Park .
The bowlers have a chance to
redeem
themselves
this
weekend when they travel to
UMSL . With Flo Valley finished
for the season, the bowlers have
a chance to win or lose their
di vision this Saturday . To' win
they must take all four mat·
ches. If they succeed they will
play the winner of the other
division, SIU·Edwardsville, to
determine
a
conference
champion Sunday. This will
guarantee an invitation to the
Pabst
re gion al
collegiate
compe titi on .
The UMR bowling club would
like to thank Harold Siebert of
Colon ial Lanes for his help and
patience in our first year . We
ow e a lot of our success to his

RIFLE TEAM RELEASE

'.

Hill

I"I'
'

On November 10 the UMR
rifle team tra velled to Jefferson
Ci ty to shoot in the 9th Annual
Lincoln
University
Rifle
Tournamen t. Rolla Placed 3rd
out of 7 teams participating
with Kemper Military and SMS
taking top honors. Rolla did
have a bright spot though with 2
team members taking high
individual position awards.
Charlie Pelligrino took the first
place standing award with a
score of 83, and Robert Lee took
second place prone honors with
a score of 99. Other team
members who participated
were Mike Mertz, Roy Viele,
Robin Thompson, Brian Rees,
Jon Luer and Eric Small.
Also the rifle team has been
competing in several ' postal
matches. A postal match is
when a school sends targets to
another school and they fire the
match on their own range then
send the targets back for
scoring. In the 3rd Annual
Hawk Shoot 'N postal Rolla won
the 2nd place trophy . 20 teams
from all over the nation com·
peted in this match .
.
We 'd also like to invite
everyone down to shoot in the
turkey shoot on December 3, 4,
5,6 at 9:30-3 :00 daily. It will be
held at the range, which is in the
basement of the ROTC Bldg.,
just north of the library . You
get 3 shots for a quarter with a
turkey given to the top shooter.

instruction and confidence.
Without his help UMR would not
have a bowling team let alone a
winning one. Thanks again

Jim Bennett
Pete McGrail
Brad Wibbenmeyer
Kalon Mitchell

coach !
Keith Jeffery
Perry Lorts
Steve Lechner

Cont. from pg. 11 (MIAA Players of the Week)
9-22 Mark Daniels, SW
9·29 Bryan Paris, UMR
10·6 Don Dunning, LU
10·13 Donald Lott, NW
10·20 Mark Smith, NW
10-27 Ernest Edwards, SE
11·3 Mitch Ware, SW
1J.lO Ricky King, LU, & Mitch
Ware , SW
1J.l7 Scott Mosley, SE

DEFENSE
9· 1 Aaron Kelly , LU
9·8 Kevin Wolf, UMR
9· 15 John Harvey, SW
9·22 Wayne Allen , NW , & Wayne
He
LU

9-29 Craig Heath, UMR
10-6 Bernard Mitchell, LU
10-13 Keith Driscoll, NE
10-20 Dennis O'Hagan, SW
10-27 Jim Johnson. NW

11-3 Dennis O'Hagan
1J.lO Chris Waters, SW
11 -t7 Bill Grantham. UMR

017e c§0<:lnd Gef?teF
WATCH FOR UPCOMING ADS
featuring our

WAREHOUSE HI-FI SALE
1008 Pine Street

Rolla, MO.

364-7715

7~'?~

4

fitJe ~~

P. O. BOX J882
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. 08404
• Home Team

Joe Ha r ris For e ca s t s
THURSDAY; NOVEMBER ~ 9. 1979

NATIONAL FOOTBALL-rEAcug-

PROBABLE WINNERS & SCORES
PROBA ~ ERS & SCORES
NEW ENGLA~.:.-:-:-:-26
*MIAMI .. ~.:.:::-I7
SA TURDAY, DECEMB5:R '1 , l212
ALABAMA •••••••••• • ••• 31
AUBURN •• • •••• • ••• • •• 14
ARI ZONA STATE ••••••• • 28
*HAWAIl ••••••••••••• 21
BOSTON COLLEGE ••••• • • 21
*HOLY CROSS ••••• • ••• 14
-F l orida A . & M•••••• 24
Rhod e I sl and •••••••• 14
Gramb ling ............ 24
South er n U. ( La. ) ... 14
HOUSTON • • •••••••••••• 2 8
-RICE . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7
-MIAMI (FLA . ) ........ 2 4
FLOR I DA ............. 14
NAVy ........ .... .. . .. 2 1
ARMY ................ 7
-PENN STATE .......... 14
PITTSBURGH .......... 11~
*TENNES SEE .... .. ..... 35
VANDERBILT ........ ..
TEXAS ... .. .. .. ....... 1 7
*TEXAS A. & M. . . . . . . 10
SUNDAY DECEMBER 2 l212
NATIONAL F OOTBALL tEA~
CHICAG O .............. 2 0
* TAMPA BAY .......... 17
*DALLAS •••••••• • ••••• 2 3
NEW YORK GIANTS ••••• 10
DENVER ••••••••••••••• 20
. BUFFALO . • • • • • • • • • •• 16
HOUSTON •••••••••••••• 19
*C LEVELA ND •••••••••• 17
-LOS ANGELES ......... 20
l1I NNESOTA ........... 13
* NEW YORK JETS ••••••• 20
BA LTIMORE ••••••••••• 16
-PHI LADELPHIA •••••••• 20
DETROIT ••••••••••• ,. 10
-P I TTSBURGH •••••••••• 27
CINCI NNA TI •••••••••• 10
*ST . L OUIS ........... 20
SAN FRANC I SCO ....... 14
-SAN DIEGO •••••••• , •• 24
ATLA NTA ••••••• • ••••• 14
SEATTLE •••• • •• • •• • • • • 20
*KANSAS cITY ••••• • •• 16
.WASHINGTON .......... 17
GREEN BAY ........... 10
MONDAY , DECEMBER} 1~22
OAKLAND .............. 24
*NEW eJRI:EANs ........ 23

Have a Merry Christmas Party Weekend!
CLOSE OUT on Many House Jerseys
Sports Uniforms & Equipment
Sweatshirts & Sweatpants
SPORT SHOES 112 PRICE Converse
Nike , Brooks , New Balance , Osaga

HIKING BOOTS

FRATERNITY PRICES

HEY
1003 PINE
ROLLA

364·5495

--======-

SPORT

shop

